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Coherent Raman spectroscopy was applied for an optical-rf double-resonance study of a LaF3 crystal doped
with Pr31. The coherent nuclear spin Raman scattering was detected as a function of the applied rf frequency.
Exciting the resonance condition of the3H4→3P0 transition of Pr31 ~20 925 cm21!, only the La nuclei
surrounding the Pr31 ion were observed through their nuclear quadrupole resonance~NQR!. The double
resonance between the optical transition of the ion and the NQR transition of its neighboring nucleus is
theoretically described by analyzing the magnetic dipolar interaction that is affected by the optical excitation.
Under a certain restriction, which the present system fulfills, the intensity of the Raman heterodyne signal can
be described by an analytical function of the internuclear vector and the orientation of the electric-field gradient
~EFG! at the Pr and La nuclei. Five different neighboring La nuclei were observed. They are different from the
bulk La in both magnitude and orientation of the EFG. In addition, it was found that the laser frequency jitter
affects the relative signal intensity of the different La NQR transitions through the optical pumping of the La
spin levels.@S0163-1829~98!03145-2#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Optical-magnetic double-resonance spectroscopy
been widely employed to detect magnetic dipole transiti
of impurities in condensed media. The impurities are op
cally selected by resonant excitation of their optical tran
tions. One of the most popular methods called optically
tected magnetic resonance~ODMR! utilizes saturation of
optical transition. When a magnetic transition between s
sublevels modifies the population distribution in the opti
process, the magnetic transition is optically detected a
change of the saturation. While ODMR monitors populatio
there are techniques manipulating coherence of the sys
When the transverse relaxation of the optical transition
long enough, magnetic transitions can be observed a
change of the intensity of photon echo signal when the re
nant rf is applied between the optical pulses. This meth
called photon echo nuclear double resonance observes
cal coherence affected by population transfer of the spin
tem. In contrast, coherent Raman spectroscopy detects c
ent excitation of the spin system by means of Ram
scattering. It was demonstrated with coherent excitation
lattice vibrations1 and later applied to a nuclear sp
system.2,3 Coherence of the spin system can be created
continuous or pulse rf irradiation as well as by optical pu
excitation. By combining with a probe laser field, the sc
tered field is detected as a heterodyne beat. The coheren
the scattering field manifests itself in various kinds of int
ference. These include site and Zeeman interference4–7 and
interference among different scattering pathways.8 Because
the scattering is a two-photon process involving magn
spin- and optical electronic transitions, the coherence refl
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~21!/14372~11!/$15.00
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properties of the spin system as well as the optical transit
Although it may become complicated, analysis of the int
ference can relate the magnetic parameters of the spin sy
to the optical transition dipole.

Following a series of coherent Raman spectroscopic s
ies of Pr31 in LaF3,

2,3,5–7,9we had extended the study to th
local environments around the impurity by observing t
NQR transitions of La around the Pr31 ion.10 The appearance
of La NQR in resonance Raman scattering of Pr31 was quali-
tatively understood as due to the influence of the opti
excitation on the magnetic dipolar interaction between the
and La nuclei. In the crystal the Pr31 ion is surrounded by six
inequivalent neighboring La atoms. Although those six
atoms are at about the same distance, only four La nu
were observed. Quantitative investigation of the magne
dipolar interaction should explain the observation of four o
of six. Motivated by this we have developed a theoreti
description of the Raman heterodyne signal. From the co
parison between the experiment and the calculation, the l
environments of neighboring La sites were found to be d
ferent from the bulk. In addition, the effect of the laser fr
quency jitter on the Raman heterodyne signal intensity w
investigated.

II. THE SAMPLE

A. Crystal structure of LaF 3

There was a long controversy about the crystal struct
of LaF3 since the x-ray study in 1929,11 but it has been now
settled that the structure of LaF3 is twinnedD3d

4 (P3̄c1).12,13

In the D3d
4 structure the site symmetry of the La site isC2 .
14 372 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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The generating operations for the twins are those symm
elements of 6/mmm(D6h) which are not contained in 3m̄1
(D3d). For example, rotation of 180° about an axis para
with c generates the second domain from the first one.

B. Spectroscopic properties of Pr31 in LaF3

From a rich spectroscopic knowledge about Pr31 in
LaF3,

14 only the part necessary for our analysis will be p
sented here. The electronic ground state of Pr31 is 3H4 .
When embedded in the crystal, the ninefold degenerac
J54 is completely lifted due to the crystal field ofC2 sym-
metry. The lowest among the nine states is the ground s
in the crystal. Although this ground state is an electro
singlet, since there are nonzero matrix elements ofJ between
the states in the3H4 manifold, the second-order effect of th
coupling between the electronic and magnetic angu
momenta enhances the nuclear magnetic moment.15 The
enhancement over the bare nuclear moment~1.31 kHz/G!
is large and anisotropic; the principal values of t
effective nuclear moment are (gx ,gy ,gz)b/h
5@4.98(4),2.53(3),10.16(3)# kHz/G.16 The principal axes
of the nuclearg tensor were found to coincide with those
the electric-field gradient~EFG! tensor. They axis is parallel
to theC2 symmetry axis of the crystal field. Contrary to th
ground state, there is no enhancement of the nuclear mom
in the excited3P0 state ofJ50. Upon the optical excitation
the nuclear moment reduces, and consequently so doe
magnetic dipolar interaction with the neighboring nuclei.

The zero-field quadrupole splittings in the ground st
are 8.47 and 16.68 MHz. The parameters of the quadru
Hamiltonian,

HQ5PF I z
22

1

3
I ~ I 11!1

h

3
~ I x

22I y
2!G , ~1!

were most accurately determined in the coherent Raman
periment asuPu54181.9(13) kHz andh50.108(3).3 The
quadrupole splittings in the excited3P0 were observed as th
envelope modulation of the photon-echo signal.17 The split-
tings were 0.73 and 1.12 MHz, from which the quadrup
parameters were determined to beuPu5293 kHz and h
50.516. As in the case of the nuclear moment, the quad
pole interaction is enhanced in the ground state but it is
in the excited state. From the depth of the modulation, Ch
Chiang, and Hartmann17 tried to determine the orientation o
the excited state EFG tensor with respect to that in
ground state. However, partly due to the fact that the grou
state EFG tensor is nearly axial, it was difficult to determ
the orientation uniquely.

C. Geometry of La around Pr31

As we will investigate closely, it is the magnetic dipol
interaction between the Pr and neighboring La nuclei t
gives rise to the Raman heterodyne signal of the La NQ
Knowing the crystal structure and the magnetic parame
of Pr31, the analysis of the interaction will, in principle, giv
information about local magnetic environments of the nei
boring La atoms. To prepare for the quantitative analysis,
internuclear vector will be calculated in this section.
ry
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When the Pr31 ion is doped into LaF3 crystal, it replaces
a La ion substitutionally in the lattice. A mixed crystal ca
be made at any concentration. The crystal structure of PrF3 is
also the twinnedD3d

4 ~Ref. 18! and the lattice parameter
differ by 1.5% from LaF3,

11 so that the lattice distortion
caused by doping is expected to be little. Therefore, we w
use the parameters of LaF3 itself. The cell dimensions of the
crystal are a57.185(1) Å and c57.351(1) Å.19 The
atomic parameters of La arex50.6598(1), y50,z51/4.13

There are six La sites in the unit cell at6(x,0,1/4;0,x,1/4;
2x,2x,1/4). The lattice made by rare-earth sites resemb
the hexagonal close-packed~hcp! structure wherex52/3 and
c/a52/3A(8/3)51.089. Thus, Pr31 has 12 nearest-neighbo
La atoms. Because of the site symmetry ofC2 , the 12 La
atoms are classified into six pairs of equivalent atoms. In F
1 the six pairs are denoted by 1 and 18, 2 and 28, and so on.
In the figure theh axis is the twofold symmetry axis of th
Pr31 site, thez axis is parallel to the threefold crystalc axis,
and thej completes the orthogonal set of$jhz%. To have a
simple expression of the dipolar interaction, we will use t
principal axis system$xyz% which is common to the Prg and
EFG tensors. The relation between the$jhz% and $xyz% axes
is shown in the right-hand side of Fig. 1. They axis is par-
allel to the h axis and thex and z axes are on the plan
perpendicular to it. Thez axis makes an angle of 81.4° wit
the z axis.16 Depending upon the domain, the sign of th
angle will be either positive or negative. Here we will fix
to be positive, i.e., the$jhz% axes are transformed into th
$xyz% axes by rotation defined by Euler angles of (a5g
50, b5181.4°). In Table I the internuclear vectors of si
1–6 are represented by the distancer and the polar angles
~f,u! on the $xyz% system. Combined with the La nuclea
moment~0.605 kHz/G! and the principalz value of the Pr
nuclear moment~10.16 kHz/G! the internuclear distance
gives the scale of the magnetic dipolar interaction betw
the two nuclei. The calculated factor for each La site is lis
in the last column of the table.

To investigate the local magnetic environments of t
neighboring La nuclei, we will start with the orientation o
the principal$XYZ% axes of the EFG tensor of the bulk La
TheY axis is along theC2 symmetry axis of the site and th
Z axis makes an angle of 53.6° with thec axis.20 However,
this will not give a unique orientation of the tensor. Th

FIG. 1. Left: The LaF3 crystal. Projection of rare-earth sites o
a plane perpendicular to the crystalc axis. A central La site is
replaced by Pr31. Due to theC2 site symmetry, the 12 neares
neighbor La atoms around the Pr31 ion are classified into six pairs
of equivalent atoms and they are labeled 1 and 18, 2 and 28, and so
on. Right: Relation between the$jhz% axes and the principal$xyz%
axes of the Pr nuclearg and EFG tensors.
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TABLE I. Internuclear vector between Pr31 and six nearest-neighbor La’s represented on the Prg and
EFG principal axis system$xyz%. The last column gives prefactor of the Pr-La dipolar interaction@see Eq.
~16!#, wheregz(Pr)510.16 kHz/G andg~La!50.605 kHz/G.

La site r ~Å! f ~degrees! u ~degrees!
m0b

2

4ph

gz~Pr!g~La!

r 3
~kHz!

1 4.106 284.86 59.36 0.589
2 4.234 85.07 60.37 0.537
3 4.106 173.14 171.34 0.589
4 4.414 162.81 110.47 0.474
5 4.414 20.23 126.78 0.474
6 4.334 2147.71 82.71 0.500
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twinning of the crystal causes complications. The mac
scopic observation of the La sites comprises contributi
from two domains. As in the case of the Pr principal ax
the angle ofZ from thec axis is positive in one domain an
it is negative in the other domain. Since the relation betw
the angle and the domain is not established, orientation o
La tensor cannot be specified in the$xyz% system. In other
words, in the domain where the angle for Pr is181.4°, we
do not know whether the angle for La is153.6° or253.6°.
If it is 153.6°, the Euler angles transforming the$xyz% axes
to the$XYZ% axes are~1132.9°,1108.0°,264.2°! for La 1,
2, 3, 4, and 5, and they are~0°, 227.8°, 0°! for La 6. If it is
253.6°, the Euler angles are~2127.1°,160.9°,278.6°! for
La 1–5, and they are~0°, 2135.0°, 0°! for La 6.

III. THEORY

This section is structured as follows. After a qualitati
explanation of appearance of the La NQR in Pr31 Raman
scattering, several approximations will be introduced
make the treatment simple. Then, behavior of the coup
half-integer spin system of La (I 57/2) and Pr (I 55/2) will
be investigated in detail. Finally the analytical express
will be derived to describe how the signal depends on
internuclear vector and the orientation of the EFG tensor
the two nuclei.

A. Appearance of La spin coherence in Pr31 Raman scattering

The process of coherent Raman scattering is illustrate
Fig. 2. In our experiments continuous rf irradiation coh
ently drives the magnetic transition between states I and

FIG. 2. Principle of heterodyne detection of coherent Ram
scattering. Continuous rf and laser irradiation drive the magn
transition I→II and the optical transition II→III. Because of the
phase matching condition the Raman field~dotted arrow! propa-
gates collinearly with the transmitted laser field~solid arrow!. The
Raman field is detected as a heterodyne beat of the transmitted
by a fast photodiode.
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In addition a cw laser field drives the optical transition b
tween II and III. The magnetic-optical two-photon proce
creates the second-order polarization between I and
which emits the Raman field. Because the frequency of
magnetic transition is far smaller than the optical frequen
the phase matching condition makes the Raman field pro
gate in the same direction as the incident optical field. Si
the Raman field is superposed on the transmitted laser fi
the coherent Raman fieldES is detected as a heterodyne be
of the transmitted light by a fast photodiode~see right-hand
side of Fig. 2!. The beat frequency is the difference betwe
the two optical fields, which is equal to the frequency of t
applied rf. The amplitude and phase of the beat are expre
by a second-order susceptibility. Apart from the frequen
dependent denominator, the Raman fieldES is expressed as
follows:3

ES5DnI,II^IumBuII &^II umEuIII &^III umEuI&, ~2!

whereDn represents the population difference,mB and mE
denote the magnetic and the electronic transition mom
operators, respectively. When the wave functions are se
rated into the electronic and the nuclear spin functions,
signal is represented by

ES5Dnabumoptu2mab^buc&^cua&, ~3!

where ua& and ub& are the nuclear-spin functions in the ele
tronic ground state anduc& is the nuclear-spin function in the
electronic excited state. The optical transition moment is r
resented bymopt and magnetic transition moment betwe
spin statesua& and ub& is represented bymab . Because we fix
the optical condition in resonant with the Pr31 transition and
measure NQR spectra as a function of rf frequency, we w
focus our attention on the nuclear-spin part of the seco
order susceptibility which will be denoted byx2 ,

x25Dnabmab^buc&^cua&. ~4!

Because the nuclear-spin system consists of wea
coupled Pr and La spins, the two spins can be treated s
rately in qualitative consideration. Since it is La NQR that
driven by rf, the Pr spin state is common to statesua& andub&.
The Pr spin part in the overlapping factor^buc&^cua& is sim-
ply the overlap between the ground and excited Pr spin fu
tions. For the La spin, it stays basically the same when
Pr31 ion is optically excited. The La spin state inuc& is very
close to that inub& so that the overlap̂buc& is close to unity.
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However, since the Pr-La magnetic dipolar interaction in
excited state is smaller than the ground-state interaction
La state in uc& is slightly different from that inub&. This
makesuc& carry a small character ofua& so that the overlap
^cua& becomes nonzero. Thus, the change of the magn
interaction upon excitation is essential for observation of
Raman heterodyne signal. If the interaction was not affec
by the excitation, the orthogonality betweenuc& and ua&
would makex2 zero. To put it in a simple way, the neigh
boring La nuclear spin feels the optical excitation of Pr31

through magnetic dipolar interaction with the Pr nucleus,
cause the Pr nuclear moment decreases upon the optical
sition.

B. Approximations

As is discussed in the previous section the influence of
dipolar interaction on the Pr spin contributes little to t
overlapping factor compared with the essential contribut
from the La spin. Therefore we will ignore the effect of th
dipolar interaction on the Pr spin states~Approximation I!.
As a result, the nuclear-spin statesua&, ub&, anduc& are written
as a product of Pr and La spin functions

ua&5uPr;k&u1&, ~5a!

ub&5uPr;k&u2&, ~5b!

uc&5uPr* ; l &uei&. ~5c!

uPr;k& and uPr* ; l & are the eigenfunctions of Pr quadrupo
Hamiltonian in the ground and in the excited state, resp
tively. u1& and u2& are the La spin functions in the groun
state anduei& is the La spin function in the excited stat
Because of the dipolar interaction they are linear combi
tions of the eigenfunctions of La quadrupole Hamiltonia
The nuclear-spin states of the Pr-La system associated
the Pr31 3H4→3P0 transition are represented in Fig. 3.

When three La spin functions in the scattering process
fixed, there remains the freedom of Pr spin to be associ
with; three in the ground state and three in the excited st
Since we do not know the EFG orientation in the excit
state, we will average contributions from different scatter
pathways via the three excited-state Pr spin states~Approxi-
mation II!. In addition, since the dipolar interaction is abo
8 times smaller in the excited state, we will ignore the dip
lar interaction in the excited state~Approximation III!. Then,
the excited-state La spin functionuei& becomes independen

FIG. 3. Nuclear-spin levels of Pr and La associated with
Pr31 3H4→3P0 transition. The arrow in the figure represents one
the scattering pathways for a La NQR transition ofu1&→u2&.
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of the Pr spin. When the contributions from all the thr
pathways are summed up, we find

(
l

Dnabmab^buc&^cua&5Dnabmab^Pr;ku^2uei&

3S (
l

uPr* ; l &^Pr* ; l u D
3^ei u1&uPr;k&

5Dnabmab^2uei&^ei u1&.

Since the Pr spin part inmab gives unity for the La NQR
transition, the nuclear-spin part of the susceptibilityx2 is
represented as

x25Dn12̂ 1uHrfu2&^2uei&^ei u1&, ~6!

whereHrf denotes the rf transition moment operator for t
La spin. Now thex2 is represented only by the La spi
functions. Note, however, that the La spin states 1 an
depend on the ground-state Pr spin function through
ground-state dipolar interaction.

C. Raman heterodyne susceptibility and NQR frequency

A coherent Raman scattering pathway indicated in Fig
involves the La NQR transition ofu1&→u2& and optical tran-
sition of u2&→ue1&. The x2 for this pathway is written as
follows:

x25Dn12̂ 1uHrfu2&^2ue1&^e1u1&. ~7!

With slightly different laser frequencies, other resonant sc
tering pathways like the one involving optical transition
u2& to ue2& will be activated also. The relation between th
laser frequency jitter and the coherent Raman signals wil
discussed later~see the Discussion!. In calculating the tran-
sition moment, the La spin functions can be approximated
eigenfunctions of La quadrupole Hamiltonian denoted
u i 0&,

^1uHrfu2&>^10uHrfu20&. ~8!

Because of Approximation III the La spin functions in th
excited state are the eigenfunctions, i.e.,ue1&5u10& and
ue2&5u20&. Since the Pr-La dipolar interaction is on the o
der of kHz and is far smaller than the quadrupole splitting
the order of MHz, it can be treated as a first-order pertur
tion. On the first order of the dipolar interaction, the ove
lapping factor is approximated as

^2ue1&^e1u1&>^2ue1&5^2u10&>^20uHdu10&/hn0 ,

where Hd represents the ground-state dipolar interact
with the Pr spin andn0 is defined by the energy of state 20
measured from 10 ,

hn05E~20!2E~10!. ~9!

As a result thex2 is represented as follows:

x25
Dn12

hn0
^10uHrfu20&^20uHdu10&. ~10!

e
f
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The diagonal matrix element of the dipolar interaction giv
the first-order energy shift of La spin states. The NQR f
quencyn is represented as

n5Un01
1

h
~^20uHdu20&2^10uHdu10&!U. ~11!

D. Dipolar coupled half-integer spins;
La „I 57/2… and Pr „I 55/2…

Let us now construct the La spin functions in the grou
state by taking account of the dipolar interaction with the
spin. In order to make the system as simple as possible
will make two additional approximations; to assume ax
symmetry for the ground-state Pr EFG~Approximation IV!
and to assume axial symmetry for the La EFG tensor~Ap-
proximation V!. Approximation IV may be a good one be
cause the asymmetry parameterh is 0.108. However, Ap-
proximation V is not as good as IV, since the asymme
parameter of La ranges from 0.54 to 0.84~see Table III!. The
validity and limitations of this approximation will be dis
cussed later~see the Discussion!.

Because of these approximations the La and Pr spins
quantized along the symmetry axis of their EFG tensor.
make use of the diagonal representation in the azimu
projection, the Pr and La spin operators are projected al
their EFG principal axes, i.e., the~x,y,z! axes for Pr spin
denoted byS, and the~X,Y,Z! axes for La spin denoted byI .
Since the influence of the dipolar interaction on the Pr spi
ignored~Approximation I!, terms containing ladder operato
of Pr spin are discarded fromHd . The truncated dipolar
interaction and the rf transition moment take the followi
forms:

Hd5Sz~pIZ1qI11q* I 2!, ~12!

Hrf5rI Z1sI11s* I 2 . ~13!

Let us consider the La NQR transition from6umI u to
6(umI u11) ~see Fig. 4!. When associated with a degenera
Pr level of6umSu, the upper and lower levels have fourfo
degeneracy in the absence of dipolar interaction. If ther
dipolar interaction among the degenerate states, the 434
matrix of the degenerate manifold must be diagonalized.

FIG. 4. The La NQR transition of the La-Pr spin system in t
electronic ground state. The dipolar interactionHd partially lifts the
fourfold degeneracy of the states. The two solid arrows are
allowed La NQR transitions whereas the two dotted arrows are
forbidden transitions.
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the truncated dipolar Hamiltonian of Eq.~12! this is only the
case withumI u51/2, because the ladder operators conn
two states ofDmI561. Therefore, within the present leve
of approximation, and except forumI u51/2, the transition
between the fourfold degenerate states can be treated as
independent transitions. When the first-order expression
the preceding section is applied, the NQR frequency shiftDn
and the nuclear-spin part of the second-order susceptib
of the coherent Raman processx2 , become

Dn5n2un0u56
n0

un0u
umSu

p

h
, ~14!

x256 i
Dn12

hn0
umSu$I ~ I 11!2umI u~ umI u11!%Im~qs* !,

~15!

where the upper sign is for the two states wheremS andmI
have the same sign~parallel!, and the lower sign is for the
two states wheremS andmI have the opposite sign~antipar-
allel!. Note that in the absence of external magnetic fieldx2
is pure imaginary. This is consistent with the result of ge
eral consideration on the symmetry of the susceptibility w
respect to the magnetic-field reversal,21 where the coheren
NMR Raman susceptibilitys (3) was shown to have the re
lation, s (3)(2B)52@s (3)(B)#* . Figure 5 summarizes the
result with the line shape of the signal. The four degener
transitions split into two doubly degenerate transition
These two transitions have the same amplitude of the sig
but their phase is opposite to each other. Since the separ
between the two transitions is smaller than the inhomo
neous broadening of the individual transitions~see the Dis-
cussion!, the two transitions will not be resolved but overla
to give a single resonance line. The original expression ofx2
of Eq. ~6! tells that the Raman heterodyne signal is basica
the La NQR weighted with the overlapping integrals. Wh
the phase of the detection of the heterodyne beat is adju
to absorptive mode, the resultant signal will look as if it w
dispersion~see left-hand side of Fig. 5!. When it is adjusted
to the dispersive mode, the signal will look like a seco
derivative ~right-hand side of Fig. 5!. The resultant signa
depends on both the amplitude of the two componentsux2u
and the separation between themDn.

Incidentally, the Raman heterodyne signal does not
pend on the sign of the quadrupole coupling constantP. A

e
e

FIG. 5. The line shape of the Raman heterodyne signal. L
When the phase of the detection is in absorptive mode, the su
position of the constituent absorption curves~dotted lines! results in
a curve like dispersion. Right: When the phase is in dispers
mode, the superposition of the constituent dispersion curves re
in a curve like a second derivative.
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positive coupling constant is assumed in the energy diag
of Fig. 4. There the larger theumI u, the higher the energy
When the coupling constant is negative, the energy diag
is reversed. By the definition ofn0 @see Eq.~9!#, n0 changes
its sign, and bothDn andx2 change their sign. Thus, the sig
of the coupling constant has no influence on the line shap
the signal.

E. Dependence on the geometry and symmetry considerations

The next step is to describe the HamiltoniansHd andHrf
in terms of the internuclear vector, orientation of the EF
tensors, and the rf field. Figure 6 illustrates the relations
these angular quantities on the Pr principal axis system$xyz%.
The direction of the internuclear vector and the rf field a
represented by the polar angles~f,u! and ~F,Q!, respec-
tively. The Euler angles~a,b,0! define the translation from
the $xyz% axes to the La principal axes$XYZ%. The third angle
g is fixed to zero, because the La EFG tensor is assume
have axial symmetry. On the$xyz% system, truncated dipola
interaction and interaction with the rf field are represented
follows:

Hd5
m0b2

4p

gz~Pr!g~La!

r 3
Sz

3H ~123 cos2u!I z2
3

4
sin 2u~ I 1e2 if1I 2e1 if!J ,

~16!

Hrf5g~La!bBrfH cosQI z1
1

2
sin Q~ I 1e2 iF1I 2e1 iF!J ,

~17!

whereI z , I 1, I 2 denote components of La spin operators
the $xyz% system. Note that in the present level of appro
mation only the largest component of the Prg tensor,gz(Pr),
appears in the dipolar Hamiltonian. The Lag tensor is iso-
tropic because La31 has an electronic closed-shell configur
tion. Using the following relation between (I z , I 1, I 2) in the
$xyz% system and (I Z , I 1 , I 2) in the $XYZ% system,

FIG. 6. La EFG tensor, internuclear vector between Pa and
and rf field described on the Pr principal axis system$xyz%. The La
EFG tensor is assumed to have axial symmetry. The anglesa andb
define the symmetry axis of the tensor. The polar angles~f,u! and
~F,Q! define the direction of the internuclear vector and the rf fie
respectively.
m

m

of

f

to

s

-

H I z5cosbI Z2
1

2
sin b~ I 11I 2!,

I 65e6 iaS cosb11

2
I 61sin bI Z1

cosb21

2
I 7D ,

~18!

we find the Hamiltonians of Eqs.~12! and ~13! are now
represented as

Hd5
m0b2

4p

gz~Pr!g~La!

r 3
Sz~ p̃I Z1q̃I 11q̃* I 2!, ~19!

Hrf5g~La!bBrf~ r̃ I Z1 s̃I 11 s̃* I 2!, ~20!

where

p̃5~123 cos2u!cosb2
3

2
sin 2u cos~f2a!sin b,

~21a!

q̃52
1

2
~123 cos2u!sin b

2
3

4
sin 2u$cos~f2a!cosb2 i sin~f2a!%,

~21b!

r̃ 5cosQ cosb1sin Q cos~F2a!sin b, ~21c!

s̃52
1

2
cosQ sin b

1
1

2
sin Q$cos~F2a!cosb2 i sin~F2a!%.

~21d!

Before finishing simply with substitution of the angula
parameters intoDn andx2 , let us consider some of the sym
metry properties of the Raman heterodyne signal. For a
of equivalent La nuclei around Pr31, the second site is gen
erated from the first one by 180° rotation around the twof
y axis. Instead of rotating the La atom around the Pr31 ion it
is easier to rotate the external rf field and keep the orienta
of the atoms. This leavesHd intact and we only need to
consider the rf direction inHrf . Recalling thatHrf is a mag-
netic transition moment proportional toBrf•I , one sees tha
upon theC2y operation on the rf field,Hrf is symmetric for
Brfiy and it is antisymmetric forBrf'y. Since the direction
of the rf field affectsx2 throughHrf @see Eq.~6!#, the pattern
of the Raman heterodyne signal behaves in the same ma
asHrf , that is, upon the exchange of the equivalent La sit
the signal is symmetric forBrfiy and it is antisymmetric for
Brf'y. This is one of those examples of site interference t
can be understood by geometrical symmetry.7 Another sym-
metry relation is about the twinning. The twin is generat
by 180° rotation around an axis parallel with thec axis.
Again, instead of rotating the crystal structure, rotation of
rf field will tell the relation between the signals of the tw
domains. Upon the exchange of the two domains the Ram

a,
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heterodyne signal is symmetric forBrfic and it is antisym-
metric for Brf'c. The results of the symmetry relations a
summarized in Table II.

Unless the external magnetic field is applied, the sign
from the two equivalent sites overlap with each other. Fr
the symmetry relations only the rf field along they axis
produces nonzero Raman signal. Therefore, we will fix
direction of the rf field to be parallel with they axis and set
F5Q5p/2. By using the expressions ofp̃, q̃, ands̃ of Eq.
~21!, the NQR frequency shiftDn and the susceptibilityx2 of
Eqs.~14! and ~15! are represented as

Dn5
7n0

un0u
m0b2

4ph

gz~Pr!g~La!

r 3

umSu
2

3$~113 cos 2u!cosb13 sin 2u cos~f2a!sin b%,

~22!

x256 i
m0b2

32ph

gz~Pr!g~La!2Brfiy

n0r 3

3Dn12umSu$I ~ I 11!2umI u~ umI u11!%3I 2 , ~23!

where

I 25~113 cos 2u!cosa sin b23 sin 2u cosf cosb.
~24!

Table I gives the internuclear vector and the scalar prefa
in the expression ofDn for six nearest-neighbor La atom
around Pr31. As long as the approximations are goo
enough, the perturbation approach has an advantage to
scribe the signal analytically as a function of the unkno
parameter of the orientation of the La EFG tensor.

IV. EXPERIMENT

The output from a cw single-mode ring dye laser~Coher-
ent 899-29, dye: Coumarin 102! at 20 925.4 cm21 was fo-
cused on the crystal to a diameter of about 100mm with a
power of 1–5 mW. The propagation direction of the las
field was parallel with the crystalc axis and the rf field was
applied perpendicular to it. The LaF3 crystal doped with 0.1
at. % Pr31 ~Optovac! is 5 mm thick along thec axis. The
crystal was immersed in a liquid-He bath which was kep
1.5 K. To perform the phase-sensitive detection of the
signal, a network analyzer~hp 8752C! was used for an rf
source and detection. After amplified to120 dBm, the rf
was applied to the crystal through a 10 turn coil. The ind
tance of the coil is about 1mH. The heterodyne beat betwee
the coherent Raman and the transmitted laser fields was

TABLE II. Symmetry relations of the Raman heterodyne NQ
signal of La around Pr31 in LaF3.

rf field
direction

C2 equivalent sites
Site i↔site i 8

Twinning
DomainA↔domainB

Brfiy Even Odd
Brfij Odd Odd
Brfic Odd Even
ls

e

or

de-

r

t
f

-

e-

tected by a photoreceiver with a bandwidth of 125 MH
~New Focus 1801-AC!. The rf beat signal from the photodi
ode was sent to the network analyzer. The network analy
detects the amplitude and phase of the signal with respe
the applied rf. The total electric length and the frequen
dependent phase delay at the coil were corrected to g
proper phase of the spectra. The signal was averaged
6000–9000 scans.

The laser frequency was stabilized by locking it to
home-built 25 cm confocal etalon (FSR5300 MHz,
finesse530) using the method of Ha¨nsch and Couillaud.22

The error signal was sent to the commercial electronic c
trol box of the ring laser. The laser frequency jitter was me
sured with a temperature-stabilized scanning confocal eta
~burleigh CFT-500-VIS, FSR5150 MHz, finesse5100).

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Observation of the La NQR around Pr31

Figure 7 shows the NQR signals of La around Pr31 de-
tected by coherent Raman scattering at 1.5 K. The laser
operated with the commercial stabilization system and
frequency jitter was about 3 MHz on the time scale of 0.1
As shown in the theoretical derivation, the second-order s
ceptibility of the coherent Raman process is pure imagina
This means that when the phase correction is properly m
over the entire frequency range, all the peaks should ap
either in dispersive or absorptive shape, as is the case
Fig. 7. Because of theC2 site symmetry only the rf field
parallel with the twofoldy axis produces nonzero Rama
signal. According to symmetry relation about the twinning
the crystal, this nonzero Raman signal is opposite in phas
the two domains~see Table II!. In accordance with this sym
metry property, when the laser spot was scanned over
crystal, once in a while all the signals simultaneously chan
their phase byp, which means the laser beam crossed fro
one domain to the other. There are also regions where sig
are very weak, which means the volume of the two doma
that the laser beam probes is almost equal. The behavi
similar to that observed in the Raman heterodyne signa
the Pr NQR transition.9

As shown in Fig. 7 the signals were assigned to fo
different neighboring La,a throughd.10 Three signals above

FIG. 7. NQR of La around Pr31 in LaF3 observed as a Rama
heterodyne signal at 1.5 K. The3H4→3P0 transition of Pr31 at
20 925 cm21 was excited by a cw single-mode dye laser. The f
quency jitter of the laser was about 3 MHz. The signals are assig
to four neighboring La atoms,a throughd.
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4.5 MHz turned out to be forbidden transitions ofDmI52.
Since their frequency is the sum of the frequency of t
allowed transitions, assignment of the signals of three
sites,a, b, andg was unequivocal. A forbidden transition o
the fourth La,d, was not observed. The transition freque
cies of the bulk La at 88 K~Ref. 23! are indicated in the
figure for reference.

As for the magnetic transition moment, which the norm
NQR detects, the intensity distribution among the allow
transitions ofDmI561 is such that the larger theumI u the
weaker the intensity. In the Raman heterodyne signal,
energy denominator ofn0 in the expression ofx2 also adds
to this tendency, because the transition frequencyun0u is
larger for a largerumI u. Thus, the 5/2–7/2 transitions at high
est frequency around 3.5 MHz are expected to be the we
est among the allowed transitions. However, they are
strongest observed.

One of the factors we have not taken into account is
population. Although the effect is indirect, the continuo
pumping of the optical transition of Pr31 may cause the
neighboring La spin to deviate from thermal equilibrium. N
measurements were made on the spin-lattice relaxation o
neighboring La, but we could assume a similar relaxat
time to the Pr spin, which is on the order of 1 s.24 Since the
laser frequency fluctuates 3 MHz on a comparable time s
with the relaxation time, the La NQR transitions lower than
MHz may be affected by the optical pumping effect. T
frequency jitter was reduced to 1.5 MHz to investigate
effect of the laser jitter on the relative signal intensity
different transitions.

B. Influence of the laser frequency jitter

Figure 8 compares the Raman heterodyne spectra at
ferent laser frequency jitters. When the jitter was reduc
from 3 to 1.5 MHz, the 3/2–5/2 transitions around 2.2 MH
became stronger with respect to the strongest 5/2–7/2 t
sitions around 3.5 MHz. Evidently, the frequency jitter of c
laser irradiation affects the population of La spin levels.

FIG. 8. Influence of the laser frequency jitter on the Ram
heterodyne signals. Comparison of the spectra between jitter
MHz ~top! and 1.5 MHz~middle!. The expanded spectrum wit
jitter of 1.5 MHz ~bottom! shows several reproducible weaker tra
sitions; One at 3013 kHz is assigned to the 1/2–3/2 transition o
g. Three transitions at 2152, 2277, and 3605 kHz are assigned t
fifth La, «.
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The optical pumping effect can be qualitatively explain
in the following way. Out of the inhomogeneously distrib
uted ensemble of atoms, let us focus our attention on a
ticular set that have the same optical transition energy as
one depicted in Fig. 3, where the laser is in resonance w
the optical transition fromu2& to ue1&. If the laser frequency
shifts slightly higher, the laser will be resonant with the tra
sitions fromu1& to ue1& andu2& to ue2&. Since the excited-state
La spin functionsue1& andue2& are very close to the ground
state functionsu1& and u2&, respectively, these two optica
transitions have much higher transition probability than
u2&2ue1& transition. The pair of these allowed optical tra
sitions will contribute to the optical pumping effect throug
uDmI uÞ0 relaxation. Direct radiative relaxation to th
ground state withuDmI uÞ0 is as forbidden as the optica
absorption of the forbiddenuDmI uÞ0 transitions, but there is
a considerable contribution of indirect multistep relaxati
through intermediate states. About half of the emission fr
the 3P0 state is to intermediate states like3H6 and 3F4 .25

Since these intermediate states have the hyperfine coup
with the electronic angular momentum, the probability of t
uDmI uÞ0 transition would be larger than the dire
process.26 Therefore, when the atoms are excited through
pair of the allowed optical transitions, the optical pumpi
will equalize the population of the La spin levelsu1& and u2&.

When the laser excites the pair of the allowed transitio
the Raman signal is a superposition of simultaneous exc
tion of two scattering pathways, one involves the rf transiti
from u1& to u2& and theu2&2ue2& excitation, the other in-
volves the rf transition fromu2& to u1& and the u1&2ue1&
excitation. The susceptibilities for the two pathways are
pressed as follows:

x2~12e2!5Dn12̂ 1uHrfu2&^2ue2&^e2u1&,

x2~21e1!5Dn21̂ 2uHrfu1&^1ue1&^e1u2&.

When the overlapping factors are calculated using the fi
order perturbation in the same way as in Eq.~10!, we will
find the susceptibilities of the two pathways are comp
conjugate of each other,x2(12e2)5x2(21e1)* . Recalling
that the susceptibility in the zero magnetic field is pu
imaginary@see Eq.~15! and Ref. 21#, the superposition of the
simultaneously excited two pathways will result in comple
cancellation.

In summary, the Raman heterodyne signal is generate
exciting the forbidden optical transition. When the laser f
quency shifts to excite the pair of the allowed optical tran
tions, the excitation will not produce coherent Raman sign
but will contribute to the optical pumping of the La sp
levels to equalize the population of the levelsu1& and u2&.
When the laser frequency shifts back and forth between
allowed and the forbidden transitions within the time scale
the spin-lattice relaxation, the excitation of the forbidd
transition will create the coherent Raman signal, but with
smaller amplitude due to the reduced population fac
Dn12. The same argument applies to the excitation of
other forbidden transition fromu1& to ue2&.

In the spectrum taken with a reduced laser jitter, the 5
7/2 transitions are still the strongest. Probably the reduc
of laser jitter is not sufficient to suppress the optical pump
effect completely. Another possibility is the incomple
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treatment of the excited state because of the lack of infor
tion on the orientation of the excited-state Pr EFG tenso

With the increased sensitivity at lower frequencies, s
eral weak signals were found to be reproducible. One
3013~9! kHz is assigned to the 1/2–3/2 transition of Lag
predicted at 3010 kHz.10 Two signals at 2152~12! and
2277~11! kHz, together with a signal at 3605~5! kHz which
was already evident in the spectrum taken with a larger la
jitter, fit to the quadrupole splitting pattern of spin-7/2 sy
tem. The parametersuPu5619.7 kHz andh50.540 give
transitions at 2151, 2278, and 3605 kHz. They can be
signed to the fifth neighboring La,«, as indicated in Fig. 8.
The parameters of Laa–« are summarized in Table III.

C. Validity of the perturbation calculation

Although the Pr31 ion is surrounded by six inequivalen
nearest-neighbor La atoms, only four La atoms contribute
major signals to the coherent Raman scattering. Since
distance is about the same for the six neighbors, the inten
reflects the orientation of the EFG at individual La sites. T
relation between the orientation and the signal was given
the perturbation approach described in the theoretical
tion. However, one should keep in mind that five approxim
tions were introduced in the course of the derivation. Es
cially Approximation V that assumes axial symmetry of t
La EFG is a poor one. Therefore, the validity and limitatio
of the approximations must be evaluated before applying
results. To that end thex2 andDn were calculated by diago
nalizing the ground-state dipolar interaction. The treatm
of the ground state is exact and the remaining approxi
tions are those concerning the excited state, to average
contributions from the scattering pathways through the th
excited-state Pr spin states~Approximation II!, and to ignore
the dipolar interaction in the excited state~Approximation
III !.

Figure 9 compares the results of the perturbation and
diagonalization of Lag which has the largest asymmet
parameterh50.835. In the perturbation treatment, a sing
La transition ofumI u↔umI u11 consists of three pairs of tran
sitions corresponding to Pr spin states ofmS561/2, 63/2,
and65/2. Because bothDn andx2 are proportional toumSu
@see Eqs.~14! and ~15!#, the three La transitions have th
same pattern of three pairs~see upper part of Fig. 9!. Since
Dn is independent ofumI u, the width of the pattern is the

TABLE III. Quadrupole parameters of La around Pr31 in LaF3

at 1.5 K. The parameters of the bulk La in LaF3 are also included
for reference.

La (I 57/2) uPu ~kHz! h

a a 609.0~4! 0.650~1!

b a 613.5~4! 0.765~1!

g a 641.8~4! 0.835~3!

d a 643.6~4! 0.703~2!

«b 619.7~9! 0.540~5!

Bulk at 88 Kc 610.0~4! 0.7845~10!

aReference 10.
bPresent work.
cReference 23.
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same for all the three transitions, while the factor$63/4
2umI u(umI u11)%/n0 determines the intensity of the patter
of each La transition. The transitions withuDmI u.1 or
uDmSuÞ0 are indicated by dotted line in Fig. 4. Because
the axial symmetry of the EFG and the first-order treatme
those transitions are strictly forbidden and do not appear
the perturbation. In the result of the diagonalization, how
ever, they have finite intensity in the periphery of the pa
terns ~see lower part of Fig. 9!. In nonaxial quadrupole in-
teraction the mixing of theumI& basis functions is stronger in
a lower umI u state. Furthermore, as mentioned during th
derivation, the nondegenerate perturbation is not applica
to the lowestumI u51/2 states. As a consequence the pertu
bation gives the best result in the 5/2–7/2 transition. T
same argument applies to theumSu of the Pr spin. When we
look into the details of theumSu manifold of the 5/2–7/2
transition, we find that the smaller theumSu, the larger the
discrepancy. However, because it is the influence of t
neighbor spin on the La transition, and because the Pr EFG
more axial, the discrepancy is not crucial.

D. Calculation of intensity of the 5/2–7/2 transition

From the comparison of the stick diagrams in Fig. 9, th
perturbation expression seems applicable to the 5/2–7/2 tr
sition. To estimate the observed signal intensity, the pert
bation and the diagonalization must be compared in a re
nance line averaged over the dipolar broadening due to
surrounding F nuclei. Since the nuclear magnetic mome
roughly scales with the dipolar broadening, the dipolar wid
can be estimated from the linewidth of the Pr NQR transitio
of 160 kHz.3 From the ratio of the nuclear moments betwee
gz(Pr)510.16 andg(La)50.605 kHz/G, the dipolar width
due to La-F interaction is estimated to be 9 kHz. The val
agrees with the linewidth of the La NQR transitions of abo
10 kHz, since additional broadening due to the La-Pr inte
action is expected to be small. To get an absorptive li
shape the components must be convoluted with the disp
sion curve~see Fig. 5!. As for the stick diagram of the di-
agonalization all the components of the 5/2–7/2 transiti

FIG. 9. Calculation of the coherent Raman signal of the L
NQR transitions. Comparison between the perturbation and the
agonalization of the ground-state dipolar interaction. The calcu
tion uses the quadrupole parameters of Lag and the internuclear
vector of site 6. TheZ axis is chosen to be253.6° from the crystal
c axis, which is one of the two possible EFG orientations of th
bulk La.
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were convoluted with the dispersion curve of linewidth of
kHz. As for the perturbation, we took a simple process
approximating the dispersion curve to be linear within t
region ofDn. Since Eq.~22! estimates the maximumDn of
2.9 kHz, the approximation becomes poor whenDn is large.
However, the advantage is that the peak height of the re
nance curve becomes proportional to the product of the s
Dn and the susceptibilityx2 . The product ofDn andx2 was
calculated for 12 different sets of parameters, i.e., two p
sible EFG orientations of the bulk La at each of six La sit
and the intensity distribution over the 12 products was co
pared with the proper convolution of the result of diagon
ization. Despite the simplifications, the pattern obtained
the product ofDn andx2 agrees with the convolution of th
stick diagram of diagonalization. The difference is within 3
of the largest signal.

In conclusion the geometrical dependence of the inten
of the Raman heterodyne signal is represented by the pro
of Dn andx2 . The expression is given as follows:

I RHS~5/2→7/2!}x2Dn}
1

r 6
3S, ~25!

S5B2C sin 2a2B cos 2a1~A sin a1D cosa!sin 2b

1~3B1C sin 2a1B cos 2a!cos 2b, ~26!

where

A59 sin22u sin 2f, ~27a!

B53~113 cos 2u!sin 2u cosf, ~27b!

C53~113 cos 2u!sin 2u sin f, ~27c!

D518 sin22u cos2f22~113 cos 2u!2. ~27d!

E. Local La environments around Pr31

The spectra of neighboring La NQR are the most intere
ing from the viewpoint of the local environment around t
Pr31 ion. As is obvious from the NQR frequency the loc
electric-field gradient~EFG! is clearly different from the
bulk. What about its orientation? Let us compare the obs
vation with what is expected for the environment of the bu
Using the Eqs.~25!–~27! the signal intensity of the 5/2–7/
transition is calculated for the six La sites. The result
shown by thick bars in Fig. 10. As is mentioned earlier, th
are two possible EFG orientations of the bulk La. In t
experimental spectra, the four 5/2–7/2 transitions around
MHz are all in the same phase. The calculation shows tha
site 3 gives the largest signal amplitude, but it is opposite
phase to the next strongest ones. Both of the two orientat
of the bulk La cannot reproduce the observation. The d
crepancy indicates that the EFG tensors of the neighbo
La atoms are rotated away from the orientation of the bu
Since the intensity ratio between La sites could at most c
pare the relative orientation of the tensor at one site w
respect to the other, we cannot determine the absolute
orientation in the crystal. Nevertheless, the analytical exp
sion of Eq.~26! can provide the maximum signal amplitud
that each site can produce. The result is shown by thin li
in Fig. 10. The possible maximum amplitude is the larges
y
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site 3. Site 1 and 2 are smaller than the others. The s
giving major signals ofa, b, g, andd are most probably site
3, 4, 5, and 6.

VI. CONCLUSION

NQR transitions of La around Pr31 in LaF3 were observed
as coherent Raman scattering resonant with the optical t
sition of Pr31. The signal arises from the magnetic intera
tion between the Pr and La nuclei. This superhyperfine ef
had already been observed as sidebands of ODMR signa
Pr NQR by Macfarlane and Shelby.14 However, the line-
width of these sidebands is too broad to resolve the qua
pole splitting of neighboring La nuclei. The linewidth is de
termined by the Pr dipolar width of 160 kHz. On the oth
hand, the linewidth of the coherent Raman NQR is the
trinsic La dipolar width of 10 kHz. The intensity of the NQR
Raman signal of La is about 600 times smaller than tha
Pr.10 However, as in the first application of the Raman h
erodyne technique to the superhyperfine spectra of Al aro
Cr31 in ruby,27 the high sensitivity of the technique made
possible to identify five different environments. From th
observation the quadrupole parameters of the local La at
are determined. As for the orientation of the local EFG, e
periments in an external magnetic field would bring detai
information. Further experiments are planned in that dir
tion. We hope that the present work demonstrates the po
tial of the technique to study weak interaction and local e
vironments in solids and that the technique will be employ
in studies of other systems.
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FIG. 10. Calculated intensity of the Raman heterodyne signa
the 5/2–7/2 transition as a function of the position of the neighb
ing La ~site 1–6! and the orientation of the La EFG tensor. Th
lines indicate the maximum possible signal amplitude at each
Thick bars are the intensity calculated for the two possible E
orientations of the bulk La. The two possible angles of theZ axis of
the tensor are153.6° from thec axis ~left-hand side! and 253.6°
~right-hand side!. The z axis of the Pr EFG tensor is181.4° from
the crystalc axis.
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